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DESCRIPTION

Master Windows 10 installation and configuration, including new technologies

The *MCSA Windows 10 Study Guide* is the only comprehensive resource you'll need to prepare for Exam 70-698. You'll find expert coverage of 100% of all exam objectives led by expert Microsoft MVP, William Panek. Quickly master the concepts and processes involved in Windows 10 installation and configuration. The Sybex superior study tools and online learning environment include: system requirements, devices, core services, networking, storage, data access and usage, maintenance, updates, data recovery, and more. Real-world scenarios bring on the job experience while hands-on exercises provide practical instruction on critical techniques, and the Sybex online learning environment gives you access to electronic flashcards for last minute review, an assessment test, and bonus practice exams so you can be confident on exam day.

Exam 70-698 is the first of two exams for the MCSA certification. Addressing local and desktop deployments, these topics form the foundation of what's to come. This Sybex Study Guide gives you the tools you need along with expert content so you can build the essential knowledge base and master the ley concepts.

- Clarify processes with hands-on exercises
- Identify knowledge gaps through chapter review questions
- Test your understanding with online bonus practice exams and more

With a 90-percent market share, Windows is the world's number-one desktop OS. While it may look similar to Windows 8, Windows 10 includes a number of enhanced features that specialists need to know, and MCSA candidates must be able to demonstrate a clear
understanding of how to work with these new technologies. *MCSA Windows 10 Study Guide: Exam 70-698* is your complete guide to Windows 10 installation and configuration, with expert instruction and practical exam preparation.
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William Panek, MCP, MCSE, MCSA, MCTS, MCITP, CCNA, is a four-time Microsoft MVP and a live online instructor for StormWind Studios. He has taught at a number of institutions including Boston University, Clark University, and the University of Maryland, and has served as a trainer and consultant for the United States Secret Service, Cisco, the United States Air Force, and the United States Army. Visit YouTube.com/c/williampanek to view some of his videos on preparing for various Microsoft exams.
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